
LED EXTRUSION          
P R I C E  L I S T



Page No. Image Product Code Description Price
excl VAT

3
MAXI U ALU 1.07M

1 metre extrusion for universal use 
- interior design, furniture (kitchen 

cabinets, closets), stairs, exhibitors, 
advertisement, hotels, work stations

£5.68

3 MAXI U ALU 2.07M

2 metre extrusion for universal use 
- interior design, furniture (kitchen 

cabinets, closets), stairs, exhibitors, 
advertisement, hotels, work stations

£10.90

3 MAXI U END

The Maxi Surface Endcap’s purpose 
is to seal up the furthest end of the ex-
trusion to ensure small objects such as 
dust cannot enter the fitting to interfere 
with the electrical components inside.

£1.60

3 MAXI U POWER END

The Maxi Power Endcap’s purpose is to 
seal up the starting end of the extru-

sion, whilst leaving a small hole to allow 
a cable to be inserted through to the 

first piece of tapelight.

£1.60

4 MICRO U AL 1.07M

1 metre extrusion for universal use  
- interior design, furniture (kitchen 

cabinets, closets), stairs, exhibitors, 
advertisement, hotels, work stations.

£5.50

4 MICRO U AL 2.07M

2 metre extrusion for universal use  
- interior design, furniture (kitchen 

cabinets, closets), stairs, exhibitors, 
advertisement, hotels, work stations

£10.00

4 MICRO ANOD 1.07M

1 metre annodised extrusion for 
universal use  - interior design, furni-

ture (kitchen cabinets, closets), stairs, 
exhibitors, advertisement, hotels, work 

stations

£7.00

4 MICRO ANOD 2.07M

2 metre annodised extrusion for 
universal use  - interior design, furni-

ture (kitchen cabinets, closets), stairs, 
exhibitors, advertisement, hotels, work 

stations

£13.00

4 MICRO U END

The Micro Surface Endcap’s purpose 
is to seal up the furthest end of the ex-
trusion to ensure small objects such as 
dust cannot enter the fitting to interfere 
with the electrical components inside.

£2.24

4 MICRO U POWEREND

The Micro Power Endcap’s purpose 
is to seal up the starting end of the 

extrusion, whilst leaving a small hole to 
allow a cable to be inserted through to 

the first piece of tapelight.

£2.24
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5 STOS ALU 1.07M

1 metre extrusion for Interior Use-
 interior design, furniture (kitchen cab-
inets, closets, thin furniture elements), 
stairs, exhibitors and advertisements.

£10.54 

5 STOS ALU 2.07M

2 metre extrusion for Interior Use -
 interior design, furniture (kitchen cab-
inets, closets, thin furniture elements), 
stairs, exhibitors and advertisements.

£20.40 

5 STOS ALU ENDCAP

The Stos Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.40

5 STOS POWEREND

The Stos Power Endcap’s purpose is to 
seal up the starting end of the extru-

sion, whilst leaving a small hole to allow 
a cable to be inserted through to the 

first piece of tapelight.

£2.40

6 TRIADA ALU 1.07M

1 metre extrusion for Interior Use - Ideal 
for achieving a more powerful light from 

your LED Tape with three extrusions 
combined. For combining different 

LED tape colours, to achieve different 
moods.

£25.58

6 TRIADA ALU 2.07M

2 metre extrusion for Interior Use - Ideal 
for achieving a more powerful light from 

your LED Tape with three extrusions 
combined. For combining different 

LED tape colours, to achieve different 
moods.

£45.10

6 TRIADA K ENDCAP

The Triada Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£3.70

7 REGULOR 1M ANOD

 The Regulor features an adjustable 
insert that effects the beam angle of the 
tape. 10° (without insert), 30°, 60°, 90° 
can be achieved depending on where 

the plate is positioned.

£8.90

7 REGULOR 2M ANOD

 The Regulor features an adjustable 
insert that effects the beam angle of the 
tape. 10° (without insert), 30°, 60°, 90° 
can be achieved depending on where 

the plate is positioned.

£17.96 

7 DIFF 1M REGULOR

The Regulor Extrusion Diffuser is used 
in conjunction with the Regulor ranges 
of Extrusion.  It is required to diffuse 

the tapelight and give an even glow on 
surfaces.

£9.41 
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7
DIFF 2M REGULOR

The Regulor Extrusion Diffuser is used 
in conjunction with the Regulor ranges 

of Extrusion.  It is required to diffuse the 
tapelight and give an even glow o

£18.82 

7 REGULOR END CAP

The Regulor Endcap’s purpose is to 
seal up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.96 

8 MDF PDS 1070MM

Basic 1 metre mdf profile designed 
for universal use - furniture (kitchen 

cabinets, closets etc.) stairs, exhibitors, 
advertisement, hotels, work stations.

£5.68 

9 LOC-30 ANOD 1.0M

LOC-30 angle extrusion is designed to 
be mounted in places where surfaces 

are connected at right angles e.g.
under kitchen cabinets.

£18.80

9  LOC-30 ENDCAP(L)

The LOC 30 Endcap left’s porpuse iss 
to seal up the left end of the extrusion.

1 left and 1 right sided endcap are 
required for each line of extrusions.

£2.00

9  LOC-30 ENDCAP(R)

The LOC 30 Endcap right’s porpuse is 
to seal up the right end of the extrusion.

1 left and 1 right sided endcap are 
required for each line of extrusions.

£2.00

10 MAXI 45 AL 2.07M

2 metre extrusion used for furniture 
corners, surfaces that form 90 degree 
angle, example: shelf attached to the 

wall at a 90 degree
angle.

£18.00 

10 MAXI 45 END

The Maxi 45°Surface Endcap’s
purpose is to seal up the furthest end 

of the extrusion to ensure small objects 
such as dust cannot enter the fitting to 
interfere with the electrical components 

inside.

£1.60

10 MAXI 45 POWEREND

The Maxi 45 Surface Power End’s
purpose is to seal up the starting end 
of the extrusion, whilst leaving a small 

hole to allow a cable to be inserted 
through to the first piece of tapelight.

£1.60

10 MAXI 45 CLIP

The 45° Extrusion Clip is used to mount 
our Maxi and Micro Range of Extru-

sions. Use 2 - 3 every meter to ensure 
your extrusions stay in place.

£2.56
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11
PAC ALU 1.07M

1 metre extrusion used for furniture 
corners, surfaces that form 90 degree 
angle, example: shelf attached to the 

wall at a 90 degree
angle.

£10.98 

11 PAC ALU 2.07M

2 metre extrusion used for furniture 
corners, surfaces that form 90 degree 
angle, example: shelf attached to the 

wall at a 90 degree
angle.

£21.24

11 PAC ALU ENDCAP

The Flush 45 Endcap’s purpose is to 
seal up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.40

12 MDF PAC 1070MM

1 metre extrusion used for furniture 
corners, surfaces that form 90 degree 
angle, example: shelf attached to the 

wall at a 90 degree
angle.

£5.68

13 MDF 45 1070MM

1 metre extrusion used for furniture 
corners, surfaces that form 90 degree 
angle, example: shelf attached to the 

wall at a 90 degree
angle.

£5.68

14 MAXI K ANOD1.07M
1 metre extrusion used for  mounting 

into grooves (milled in different types of 
furniture boards)

£8.15 

14 MAXI K ANOD2.07M
2 metre extrusion used for  mounting 

into grooves (milled in different types of 
furniture boards)

£13.95

15 MICRO K AN1.07M
1 metre extrusion used for mounting 

into grooves (slim design and thin furni-
ture pieces)

£7.25

15 MICRO K AN2.07M
1 metre extrusion used for mounting 

into grooves (slim design and thin furni-
ture pieces)

£13.50 

16

TRIADA K AL1.07M For Interior Use - Ideal for achieving a 
more powerful light from your LED Tape 

with three extrusions combined, also 
combining different LED tape colours, 

to achieve different moods

£25.58

TRIADA K AL2.07M £45.10
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17 EDGE U ALU 2.07M

The Glass Edge Surface Extrusion 
clamps onto a 6mm thick piece of glass 
(not included) which then projects the 
LED light through the side, illuminating 

any frosted pattern / text.

£78.50 

17 EDGE 0963 END SS

The Glass Edge Endcap’s
purpose is to seal up the furthest end 

of the extrusion to ensure small objects 
such as dust cannot enter the fitting to 
interfere with the electrical components 

inside.

£2.50

17 EDGE 1452 END

The Glass Edge Endcap’s
purpose is to seal up the furthest end 

of the extrusion to ensure small objects 
such as dust cannot enter the fitting to 
interfere with the electrical components 

inside.

£2.50

17 EDGE 0962 END 3D

The Glass Edge Power End’s
purpose is to seal up the starting end 
of the extrusion, whilst leaving a small 

hole to allow a cable to be inserted 
through to the first piece of tapelight.

£2.50

18 KOZEL AL 1.0M

The Kozel profile is designed for mount-
ing in drywall. It makes a LED fixture 
that creates a line of light in wall and 

ceiling surfaces with no aluminum parts 
showing.

£10.71

18 KOZEL AL 2.0M

The Kozel profile is designed for mount-
ing in drywall. It makes a LED fixture 
that creates a line of light in wall and 

ceiling surfaces with no aluminum parts 
showing.

£21.42 

10 KOZEL END CAP

The Kozel Endcap’s
purpose is to seal up the furthest end 

of the extrusion to ensure small objects 
such as dust cannot enter the fitting to 
interfere with the electrical components 

inside.

£3.49

10 KOZUS AL 1.0M

KOZUS extrusion can be fixed in slots 
made in previously fitted drywall using 

gypsum adhesive (GS 20 CECOL)
or mounting adhesive. KOZUS can be 
used in areas without altering or cutting 

existing beams/studs.

£13.37

10 KOZUS AL 2.0M

KOZUS extrusion can be fixed in slots 
made in previously fitted drywall using 

gypsum adhesive (GS 20 CECOL)
or mounting adhesive. KOZUS can be 
used in areas without altering or cutting 

existing beams/studs.

£26.77

10 KOZUS END CAP

The Kozus Endcap’s
purpose is to seal up the furthest end 

of the extrusion to ensure small objects 
such as dust cannot enter the fitting to 
interfere with the electrical components 

inside.

£3.90
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20
TE-4 1.07M

TE-4 mounting track is used to build 
precise slots (grooves) in the surfaces 
of walls and drywall ceilings in order to

fi t Maxi extrusion.

£20.66

20 TE-4 2.07M

TE-4 mounting track is used to build 
precise slots (grooves) in the surfaces 
of walls and drywall ceilings in order to

fi t Maxi extrusion.

£41.33

20 TE-4  ENDCAP

The TE-4 Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£3.67

21 TEKNIK ANOD2.00M

Technical extrusion designed for 
making precise grooves in the surfaces 
of drywall or drywall ceiling in order to 

embed suitable LED extrusions.

£25.20

21 TEKNIK CLIP

Plastic element designed for the 
mounting architectural extrusions into 
TEKNIK extrusions. One meter of the 
profile requires three pairs ( 6pcs ) of 

such clips.

£0.36

22 LARKO ANOD 1.0M

The extrusion can accomodate two of 
the 10mm wide LED strips. It can be 
recessed or it can be mounted to a 

surface with mounting springs.
Surface finish: anodized

£17.73

22 LARKO ANOD 2.0M

The extrusion can accomodate two of 
the 10mm wide LED strips. It can be 
recessed or it can be mounted to a 

surface with mounting springs.
Surface finish: anodized

£35.47

22 LARKO END CAP

The Larko Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.81

23 LOKOM ANOD 2.0M

The extrusion can accomodate two of 
the 10mm wide LED strips. It can be 
recessed or it can be mounted to a 

surface with mounting springs.
Surface finish: anodized

£29.63

23 LOKOM END CAP

The Lokom Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£5.12 
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24
GIZA ANOD 1.0M

The extrusion can accomodate two of 
the 10mm wide LED strips. It can be 
recessed or it can be mounted to a 

surface with mounting springs.
Surface finish: anodized

£10.18 

24 GIZA ANOD 2.0M

The extrusion can accomodate two of 
the 10mm wide LED strips. It can be 
recessed or it can be mounted to a 

surface with mounting springs.
Surface finish: anodized

£20.38 

24 GIZA END CAP

The Giza Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.28

24 GIP ALU 1.07M

The extrusion can accomodate two of 
the 10mm wide LED strips. It can be 
recessed or it can be mounted to a 

surface with mounting springs.
Surface finish: anodized

£8.14 

25 GIP ALU 2.07M

The extrusion can accomodate two of 
the 10mm wide LED strips. It can be 
recessed or it can be mounted to a 

surface with mounting springs.
Surface finish: anodized

£16.24

25 DIFF GIP RD 1.07

The Gip Extrusion Diffuser is used 
in conjunction with the Gip ranges of 
Extrusion. It is required to diffuse the 
tapelight and give an even glow on 

surfaces.

£8.96

25
DIFF GIP RD 2.07

The Gip Extrusion Diffuser is used 
in conjunction with the Gip ranges of 
Extrusion. It is required to diffuse the 
tapelight and give an even glow on 

surfaces.

£17.34

25 DIFF GIP SQ 1.07

The Gip Extrusion Diffuser is used 
in conjunction with the Gip ranges of 
Extrusion. It is required to diffuse the 
tapelight and give an even glow on 

surfaces.

£8.46 

25 DIFF GIP SQ 2.07

The Gip Extrusion Diffuser is used 
in conjunction with the Gip ranges of 
Extrusion. It is required to diffuse the 
tapelight and give an even glow on 

surfaces.

£16.38

25 GIP ENDCAP RND

The Gip Round Endcap’s purpose is to 
seal up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£1.98
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25 GIP ENDCAP SQR

The Gip Square Endcap’s purpose is to 
seal up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£1.98

26 LIPOD ANOD 2.00

The extrusion can accomodate two of 
the 10mm wide LED strips. It can be 
recessed or it can be mounted to a 

surface with mounting springs.
Surface finish: anodized

£29.60

26 LIPOD END CAP

The Lipod Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.80

27 ZM GOT L90

90 degree L Top coupler. Simplifies 
and quickens mounting of the chosen 
aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 

multi angle systems. 

£20.74

27 ZM GOT L90PZ

90 degree L Outside coupler. Simplifies 
and quickens mounting of the chosen 
aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 

multi angle systems. 

£20.64

27 ZM GOT L90PW

90 degree L Inside coupler. Simplifies 
and quickens mounting of the chosen 
aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 

multi angle systems. 

£20.64

27 ZM GOT L135

135 degree L Top coupler. Simplifies 
and quickens mounting of the chosen 
aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 

multi angle systems. 

£20.74

27 ZM GOT L135PZ

135 degree L Outside coupler. Sim-
plifies and quickens mounting of the 
chosen aluminium profiles, in uncon-

ventional, multi angle systems.

£20.64

27 ZM GOT L135PW

135 degree L Inside coupler. Simplifies 
and quickens mounting of the chosen 
aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 

multi angle systems. 

£20.64

28 ZM GOT T90

90 degree T coupler. Simplifies and 
quickens mounting of the chosen 

aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 
multi angle systems. 

£33.16
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28
ZM GOT T135L

135 degree T left coupler. Simplifies 
and quickens mounting of the chosen 
aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 

multi angle systems.

£33.72

28 ZM GOT T135R

135 degree T right coupler. Simplifies 
and quickens mounting of the chosen 
aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 

multi angle systems.

£33.72

28 ZM GOT X90

90 degree X coupler. Simplifies and 
quickens mounting of the chosen 

aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 
multi angle systems.

£41.38

28 ZM GOT X135

135 degree X coupler. Simplifies and 
quickens mounting of the chosen 

aluminium profiles, in unconventional, 
multi angle systems.

£40.90

28 ZMPION90

ZMPION90 connector connects and 
holds KLUS profiles at an angle of 90° 

degrees (in a plane perpendicular to the 
LED strip).

£4.20

28 ZMPION135

ZMPION135 connector connects and 
holds KLUS profiles at an angle of 135 

degrees (in a plane perpendicular to the 
LED strip)

£4.51

28 ZM90

ZM90 connector connects and holds 
KLUS profiles at an angle of 90 de-

grees (in a plane perpendicular to the 
LED strip).

£4.26

28 ZM135

ZM135 connector connects and holds 
KLUS profiles at an angle of 135 de-
grees (in a plane perpendicular to the 

LED strip)

£4.26

28 ZM180 ZM180 connector connects KLUS 
extrusions in a straight line. £3.94

30 INTER KPL ANOD

This 1 metre profile is used in the 
production of various types of lighting 
fixtures for ceiling mounting illuminat-
ing down. The design of the extrusion 

allows you to hide electronic equipment 
inside.

£31.25
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30 INTER END CAP

The Inter Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.98

31 IKON KPL ANOD 1M

Extrusion dedicated for the construction 
of wall fixtures, with light beam directed 
up or down. It has integrated functions 

of accommodating LED tape. 

£40.79

31 IKON KPL ANOD 2M

Extrusion dedicated for the construction 
of wall fixtures, with light beam directed 
up or down. It has integrated functions 

of accommodating LED tape. 

£81.58

31 IKON ENDCAP

The Ikon Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£5.20

32 BOX KPL PROFIL 1

Box works as a case for power supplies 
and electrical connections, when creat-
ing LED light fixtures with extrusions.
It can be mounted to a ceiling, walls 

and other surfaces.

£44.32

32 BOX KPL PROFIL 2

Box works as a case for power supplies 
and electrical connections, when creat-
ing LED light fixtures with extrusions.
It can be mounted to a ceiling, walls 

and other surfaces.

£88.65

32 BOX KPL END CAP

The Box Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£3.30

33 OBIT ANOD 1.07M

The OBIT profi le is designed to build 
indoor fi xtures to illuminate passage-
ways, staircases, etc. If hidden, LED

strips give a soft refl ected light and do 
not cause glare.

£20.30

33 OBIT END CAP

The Obit Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.85 

34 POR ANOD 1.05M

POR extrusion is designed to mount 
LED lighting in handrails and balus-

trades. Suitable for steel, stainless steel 
or aluminium.

£10.30
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34
POR END CAP

The Por Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.00

34 POR MOUNTING

POR mounting insert is applied to 
install POR fixture in handrails of stairs, 

mezzanines, balconies, etc. made of
stainless steel or other metal. It is 

placed inside the railing.

£2.90

35 STEKO ANOD 1.07M

STEKO extrusion is designed for 
mounting on the edges of stairs, plat-
forms, etc. It is designed to protect the 

edges

£15.92

35 STEKO ANOD 2.07M

STEKO extrusion is designed for 
mounting on the edges of stairs, plat-
forms, etc. It is designed to protect the 

edges

£31.84

35 STEKO CORD

ZMPION90 connector connects and 
holds KLUS profiles at an angle of 90° 

degrees (in a plane perpendicular to the 
LED strip).

£2.70

35 STEKO ENDCAP L

The Steko Left Endcap left’s porpuse is 
to seal up the left end of the 

extrusion, to ensure small objects 
such as dust cannot enter the fitting to 
interfere with the electrical components 

inside.

£2.30

35 STEKO ENDCAP R

The Steko Left Endcap left’s porpuse is 
to seal up the right end of the 

extrusion, to ensure small objects 
such as dust cannot enter the fitting to 
interfere with the electrical components 

inside.

£2.30

35 STEKO 90 CORNER
The Steko Corner 90’s porpuse is 

to connect Steko extrusions at right 
angles.

£17.81

36 LINE HR AL 1.07M

For floor applications - very small spac-
es, as narrow as the thickness of a tile 
or layer of glue (designed to meet IP67 

waterproof level)

£7.40 

36 LINE HR AL 2.07M

For floor applications - very small spac-
es, as narrow as the thickness of a tile 
or layer of glue (designed to meet IP67 

waterproof level)

£14.30 
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36
LINE HR ALU END

The Line HR Endcap’s purpose is to 
seal up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£1.60

36 DIFF HR.L 1.07M

The Line HR Extrusion Diffuser is 
used in conjunction with all the surface 

mounted Extrusion. It is required to 
diffuse the tapelight and give an even 

glow on surfaces.

£5.07

36 DIFF HR.L 2.07M

The Line HR Extrusion Diffuser is 
used in conjunction with all the surface 

mounted Extrusion. It is required to 
diffuse the tapelight and give an even 

glow on surfaces.

£9.80

35 LINE U ALU 2.07M

For Exterior Use - mounting to different 
types of pavements, sidewalk surfaces, 

bike lanes, parking lots etc.
(designed to meet IP67 waterproof 

level)

£42.82

35 LINE U END CAP

The Line U Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£1.60

35 LINE U POWER END

The Line U Power Endcap’s purpose 
is to seal up the starting end of the 

extrusion, whilst leaving a small hole to 
allow a cable to be inserted through to 

the first piece of tapelight.

£2.56

35 DIFF LINE 2.07M

The Line Extrusion Diffuser is made of 
plastic and can only fit onto the Line 
Recessed Extrusion. This makes the 
top of the extrusion flush, as well as 

stopping small particles of matter inter-
fering with the electrical components.

£10.84 

35 PDSO ANODE 1.07M

The Oval extrusion is designed to be 
mounted as an individual element to 
surfaces (walls, furniture boards etc), 
not grooves milled in surfaces. For 
building individual light fixtures (not 

built-in)

£10.54 

36 PDSO ANODE 2.07M

The Oval extrusion is designed to be 
mounted as an individual element to 
surfaces (walls, furniture boards etc), 
not grooves milled in surfaces. For 
building individual light fixtures (not 

built-in)

£20.38

36 PDSO ENDCAP

The Oval Endcap’s purpose is to seal 
up the furthest end of the extrusion 

to ensure small objects such as dust 
cannot enter the fitting to interfere with 

the electrical components inside.

£2.40 
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34
PDSO POWER END

The Oval Power Endcap’s purpose is to 
seal up the starting end of the extru-

sion, whilst leaving a small hole to allow 
a cable to be inserted through to the 

first piece of tapelight.

£2.40

34 PDSO ELEC ENDCAP

The Oval Channel Electricity End Cap 
is used in conjunction with the Oval 
Channel Extrusions. The conductor 

between the power source and diodes 
placed in the fixture.

£5.94

35 PDSO CLIP CHR

This Extrusion Clip is used to mount our 
Oval Channel Exrusion Range. Use 2 - 
3 every meter to ensure your extrusions 

stay in place.

£3.88

35 PDSO WIRE 2M

The Oval Channel Steel Wire is used 
in conjunction with the Oval Channel 

Extrusions. It is a wire which is used for 
suspending extrusion.

£1.80 

35 PDSO SUSPENSION Fastener for drywall ceilings. £11.80

Page No. Image Product Code Description Price
excl VAT

-
MICRO SWI 1491 The LED micro switch for easy control 

of your tape light fixtures. Works with all 
Maxi and Micro extrusions.

£10.40

- MICROMAXI CLIP

The Extrusion Clip is used to mount our 
Maxi and Micro Range of Extrusions. 
Use 2 - 3 every meter to ensure your 

extrusions stay in place.

£1.60

- KMA CLIP SPRING

The KMA Clip Spring is used to mount 
Recessed Extrusions. Use 2 - 3 every 

meter to ensure your extrusions
stay in place.

£3.50

- GP SPRING CLIP

Surface spring mounts extrusion-fix-
tures designed for surface mounting. 

The minimum required thickness of the 
surface, i.e. mounting surface is 10 mm 

(0.39”)

£2.48

UNIVERSAL  - ACCESSORIES AND DIFFUSERS
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-

DIFF MICROMAX C1
The Micro, Maxi Extrusion Clear Diffus-
er is used in conjunction with the Micro 

and Maxi range of surface mounted 
Extrusion. It is required to diffuse the 
tapelight and give an even glow on 

surfaces.

£4.98

DIFF MICROMAX C2 £9.96

-

DIFF MICROMAX F1
The Micro, Maxi Extrusion Frosted 

Diffuser is used in conjunction with the 
Micro and Maxi range of surface mount-

ed Extrusion. It is required to diffuse 
the tapelight and give an even glow on 

surfaces.

£4.98

DIFF MICROMAX F2 £9.96

-

 DIFF LIGER 1.07F This diffuser is used in conjunction with 
the Micro and Maxi range, it is slightly 
thicker and is recommended for use 

where you wish to eliminate dark spots. 

£6.60

 DIFF LIGER 2.07F £12.80

-

DIFF 156CL 1.07M The Extrusion Diffuser is used in con-
junction with the Stos, Pac and Triada 
ranges of Extrusion.  It is required to 
diffuse the tapelight and give an even 

glow on surfaces.

£4.98

DIFF 156CL 2.07M £9.62

-

DIFF 155FR 1.07M The Extrusion Diffuser is used in con-
junction with the Stos, Pac and Triada 
ranges of Extrusion.  It is required to 
diffuse the tapelight and give an even 

glow on surfaces.

£4.98

DIFF 155FR 2.07M £9.62

- DIFF HS22CL 2.0M

The HS 22 Clear Extrusion Diffuser 
is used in conjunction with the Larko, 
Lokom, Lipod, Gip, Loc-30 and Kozel 
ranges of Extrusion. It is required to 

diffuse the tapelight and give an even 
glow on surfaces.

£13.70

-

DIFF HS22FR 1.0M
The HS 22 Frosted Extrusion Diffuser 
is used in conjunction with the Larko, 
Lokom, Lipod, Gip, Loc-30 and Kozel 
ranges of Extrusion. It is required to 

diffuse the tapelight and give an even 
glow on surfaces.

£7.10

DIFF HS22FR 2.0M £13.70

- DIFF LIGER WID2M

The Liger Extra Frosted Extrusion 
Diffuser is used in conjunction with 

the Larko, Lokom, Lipod, Gip, Loc-30 
and Kozel ranges of Extrusion. Rec-

ommended for use where you wish to 
eliminate dark spots

£18.72

- DIFF INTER 17051

The Inter 1 metre Frost Extrusion 
Diffuser is used in conjunction with the 

Inter, Ikon and Obit ranges of Extrusion. 
It is required to diffuse the tapelight and 

give an even glow on surfaces.

£25.11
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TAPE120 IP65 WW LED Tape 120, 1 metre 24V, 3400K 
Warm White £23.17

TAPE120 IP65 INT LED Tape 120, 1 metre 24V, 2700K 
Warm White £23.17

TAPE120 IP65 CW LED Tape 120, 1 metre 24V, 4000K 
Cool White £23.17

TAPE600 IP65 WW LED Tape 120, 5 metre 24V, 3400K 
Warm White £97.24

TAPE1200 IP65 WW LED Tape 120, 10 metre 24V, 3400K 
Warm White £194.48

41

TAPE120L CNR WW LED Tape 120, Corner 24V, 3400K 
Warm White £6.00

TAPE120L CNR INT LED Tape 120, Corner 24V, 2700K 
Warm White £6.00

TAPE120L CNR CW LED Tape 120, Corner 24V, 4000K 
Cool White £6.00

42

TAPE3000K 1M LED Tape 240, 1 metre 24V, 3000K 
Warm White £20.40

TAPE2700K 1M LED Tape 240, 1 metre 24V, 2700K 
Warm White £20.40

TAPE4000K 1M LED Tape 240, 1 metre 24V, 4000K 
Cool White £20.40

TAPE3000K 5M LED Tape 240, 5 metre 24V, 3000K 
Warm White £102.00

TAPE2700K 5M LED Tape 240, 5 metre 24V, 2700K 
Warm White £102.00

TAPE4000K 5M LED Tape 240, 5 metre 24V, 4000K 
Cool White £102.00

43

TAPEHP100 W/W LED Tape High Brightness, 1 metre 
24V, 3000K Warm White £29.50 

TAPEHP100 INT LED Tape High Brightness, 1 metre 
24V, 2700K Warm White £29.50

TAPEHP100 C/W LED Tape High Brightness, 1 metre 
24V, 4000K Cool White £29.50

TAPEHP100 RGB LED Tape High Brightness, 1 metre 
24V, RGB £29.50

43

TAPE500 IP68 WW
Tape IP68 24V 72W Warm White 

3000K
£84.83

TAPE500 IP68 INT
Tape IP68 24V 72W Warm White 

2700K
£84.83

TAPE500 IP68 CW
Tape IP68 24V 72W Cool White 

4000K
£84.83

44 TAPEDYN500 24V

LED Tape Dynamic White 5000mm 24V 
is a flexible light source used to illumi-

nate under cupboards, coves, cabinets, 
shelves, anything which does not have 

much available space.

£136.55

44 TAPEDYN PWR20 LED Dynamic White Tape Power Cord 
Dynamic White 200mm £5.00

LED TAPE  & ACCESSORIES
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TAPE500RGB/WW
Tape RGBW is made of two dual LEDs 
and can produce RGB or warm white 

light.
£95.17

TAPE500RGB/CW
Tape RGBW is made of two dual LEDs 

and can produce RGB or cool  white 
light.

£95.17

44 TAPE500 PWR20

The LED RGB White Tape Power Cord 
is a 200mm plug and play cable which 

fits perfectly through the hole of the 
extrusion power end, connecting to the 

tapelight.

£5.00

45 TAPESIDE500 WW
Tape Side Emitting is designed to light 

steps, shelving or anything
requiring side emitting light.

£68.78 

45 TAPESIDE PWR20

The LED Side Emitting Tape Power 
Cord is a 200mm plug and play cable 
which fits perfectly through the hole of 
the extrusion power end, connecting to 

the tapelight.

£5.00

- TAPE PWR SNG100
The Tape Extrusion Power Cord for 
Tape 120, Tape 240 and Tape High 

Brightness.
£1.75 

-

TAPE EXT RGB10 100mm Tape Coupler for Tape 120, 
Tape 240 and Tape High Brightness £1.50 

TAPE EXT RGB15 150mm Tape Coupler for Tape 120, 
Tape 240 and Tape High Brightness £1.75

TAPE EXT RGB100 1000mm Tape Coupler for Tape 120, 
Tape 240 and Tape High Brightness £2.75

- TAPE PIN SFS30CC These pins are to connect Tape 120, 
Tape 240 and Tape High Brightness. £0.18

45

DIMDRIV2 24V 25W Triac LED Dimming Driver 25W 24V £24.39 

DIMDRIV2 24V 50W Triac LED Dimming Driver 25W 24V £36.63

DIMDRIV2 24V 75W Triac LED Dimming Driver 75W 24V £49.17

DIMDRIV2 24V100W Triac LED Dimming Driver 100W 24V £64.44

 DIMDRIV2 24V120W Triac LED Dimming Driver 120W 24V £71.25

DIMDRIV2 24V200W Triac LED Dimming Driver 200W 24V £96.66
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45

DIMDRIV2 12V 25W Triac LED Dimming Driver 25W 12V £24.39 

DIMDRIV2 12V 50W Triac LED Dimming Driver 25W 12V £36.63

DIMDRIV2 12V 75W Triac LED Dimming Driver 75W 12V £49.17

DIMDRIV2 12V100W Triac LED Dimming Driver 100W 12V £64.44

 DIMDRIV2 12V120W Triac LED Dimming Driver 120W 12V £71.25

DIMDRIV2 12V200W Triac LED Dimming Driver 200W 12V £96.66

46 WISESCENE STRIP Wise Scene/Dimming Receiver 12/24V 
150/300W £85.00

46 WISEDYN STRIP Wise Dynamic White Receiver (Warm/
Cool) 12-24V 200W £87.50

46

WISERGBW V2 M Wise RGBW V2 Master 12/24V 240W £112.50

WISERGBW V2 SL Wise RGBW V2 SLAVE 12/24V 240W £87.50

For more information see wwww.mr-resistor.co.uk
All prices are subject to change without notice


